
Scotland Island, 81 Florence Terrace
Island Life... N/E Deep Waterfront - The Pittwater
Views are Magical

Life on "The Island" is all about living... Each level of this superb coastal home has
been well thought out, designed, and constructed to create an inviting haven
that takes you away from the "every day". Multiple living and entertaining areas
and bedrooms all have stunning views of the water.

The proportions are large, and each member of the family has their own space
to sleep, study or work; there is even a separate office cabin. Generational living
is possible as the entire lower level of the home is dedicated to self-contained
quarters for in-laws.

Overlooking the water's edge is a delightful, paved fire pit area - imagine
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toasting marshmallows or enjoying a good glass of red from the wine cellar as
the sun sets and you share stories of your day as you watch the passing parade
of watercraft. Fish for dinner from the level lawn with steps to the sandy beach or
off the end of the jetty with a wide pontoon.

The beautiful craftsman built kitchen with striking blackbutt benches opens to
the spacious open plan living with a charming wood fuelled heater. This room
flows easily to the north east facing covered terrace that brings in the outside
and gives you the feeling of living in the panoramic vistas.

Carefully considered features all add to the ambience - there are just too many
to mention; you really need to inspect to appreciate them. When can we take
you to paradise?

Disclaimer:
All information contained herewith, including but not limited to the general
property description, price and the address, is provided to LJ Hooker Mona Vale
by third parties. We have obtained this information from sources we believe to
be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. The information
contained herewith should not be relied upon and you should make your own
enquiries and seek advice in respect of this property or any property on this
website.
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